Delete the last paragraph at the end of page 4 and add the following after the word "affected":

The intention here is not to allow sanctions or to release Members who are not affected in order to punish the Member who had taken a measure which is not in conflict with the Charter. The intention is that it may be necessary in such cases to release all Members of part of their obligations so as to bring about an adjustment which would be satisfactory and acceptable to all Members concerned, including the Member who had taken the measure which is not in conflict with the Charter. Hence, reference is made in this sentence to Article 90 (2) (v) which enables the Organization "to make such recommendations to Members as will best assist the Members concerned and contribute to a satisfactory adjustment". It will be noted that paragraph 9 of the report states that sub-paragraph 90 (2) (v) "does not empower the Executive Board or the Conference to propose the suspension or withdrawal of a measure not in conflict with the Charter". 
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